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Design research is increasingly weak in comparison with other fields; without

action to increase scientific, theoretical, and methodological rigour there is a

real possibility of the field being superseded and becoming obsolete through lack

of impact. The aim of this paper is to show how design research could become

more rigorous, relevant and have greater impact. I conduct a two-part review

that combines systematic and critical components. Part one characterises the

major scientific challenges facing design research, and part two examines how

such challenges have been addressed in related fields. I identify key learning

indicating future directions for theory-driven design research. I conclude by

providing some concrete recommendations for the field of design research and

individual design researchers.

2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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D
esign research ranges from descriptive examinations of design in

context, to prescriptive propositions for how design should be

(Blessing & Chakrabarti, 2009, p. 15), and from the individual to

the organisational level (McMahon, 2012, p. 570). To address research ques-

tions along this spectrum design researchers have drawn on a series of find-

ings and methods from related fields (Cash, Skec, & Storga, 2013, p. 45;

McMahon, 2012, p. 565). These fields overlap with design research in relation

to subject, methods, or theory, however, design researchers face a number of

specific scientific challenges. Increased rigour is needed to avoid stagnation,

low impact and potential obsolescence. Design research risks being super-

seded by other fields eager to include design science in their portfolios.

The need for action is clear. Design researchers are finding it increasingly diffi-

cult to claim that examinations of design phenomena constitute a unique

contribution. For example, management researchers are exploiting opportu-

nities to adopt design as another managed process. The Journal of Product

Innovation Management (JPIM) (a highly ranked management journal) has

begun to include design as part of its portfolio, with special issues including

‘Product design research and practice’ in 2011, and ‘Co-creation with customers’

in 2017. Similarly, the Journal of Operations Management (JOM) has created

its own ‘Design Science’ track, and Thinking & Reasoning has explored many

topics that underpin design research, for example, its 2015 special issue
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on ‘Creativity and insight problem solving’ (Sowden, Pringle, & Gabora, 2015).

Thus, design research as a unique field is being challenged across the entire

descriptive/prescriptive spectrum.

Despite the potential for design research to leverage these parallel develop-

ments by providing theory that other researchers could exploit, there is little

evidence of that happening. In the 2011 JPIM special issue, the top four gen-

eral design journals (see Appendix) received a total of 17 citations; in its 2017

special issue they received none. In JOM, the top design journals received only

one citation between 2010 and 2016. Similarly, the 2015 Thinking & Reasoning

special issue included only eight citations to the top design journals. Generally,

the journals in these related fields have a higher Impact Factor (based on the

journal listings by Liang et al. (2015) and Gemser, De Bont, Hekkert, and

Friedman (2012)) despite representing fields of similar overall size to design

research. Contrasting average Impact Factors for the top journals in 2016 is

revealing (Average Impact Factor of top four journals in: operations manage-

ment e 3.297, innovation management e 3.491, applied psychology e 7.973,

design e 1.802). Also, researchers publishing in design journals often draw on

theories developed in fields such as management or applied psychology. For

example, Yu, Honda, Sharqawy, & Yang (2016) (Design Studies) adopt the

theoretical foundation provided by Ball, Evans, Dennis, & Ormerod (1997)

(Thinking & Reasoning), and van der Bijl-Brouwer and Dorst (2017, p. 36)

(Design Studies) use Verganti (2008) (JPIM) as an explicit theoretical counter-

point. However, instances of researchers in these alternative fields using design

research theory are rare.

While design researchers draw extensively on related fields, the reverse does

not occur. This asymmetrical relationship emerges clearly in relation to the

field of innovation management. In 2016, the top four innovation manage-

ment journals were cited in over 16% of the papers in the top design jour-

nals, but the top design journals were cited in only 2% of innovation

management papers. This disparity is particularly critical since the research

questions, methods and associated theories in these examples are very close

to those found in design research. In 2016, 13% of the papers in the top

four innovation management journals dealt specifically with a ‘product

design’ aspect and almost all were related to some aspect of product develop-

ment. Common topics included ideation and innovation, idea selection and

team interaction, and were studied using a variety of methods familiar to

design researchers, such as latent semantic analysis, cases, interviews, exper-

iments and surveys. Some authors, such as Ball and Ormerod (Ball &

Ormerod, 2000a; Ball et al., 1997) and Karjalainen and Snelders

(Karjalainen & Snelders, 2010; Person, Schoormans, Snelders, &

Karjalainen, 2008) publish across design and other fields. However, despite

overlaps in the research approach, topic and some authors, the other fields
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are establishing their own ‘design’ literature, with little or no acknowledge-

ment to relevant work in mainstream design research.

Given the above, it is not feasible for design research to continue to do ‘what

has always been done’. There have been repeated warnings that design

research is facing distinct theoretical (Love, 2002, p. 346), methodological

(McMahon, 2012, p. 575), and scientific challenges (Cash, Stankovic, &

Storga, 2016a, p. 5) that are affecting its impact and relevance. These warnings

cannot go unheeded if the field of design research is to survive. The time to act

is now because the growing interest in design across these related fields is offer-

ing a potential springboard for revitalising the impact of design research.

Although the challenges facing design research are distinct, we can draw clear

parallels to other fields. For example, research in medicine (Sackett,

Rosenberg, Gray, Haynes, & Richardson, 1996), psychology (Wilkinson,

1999), management (Melnyk & Handfield, 1998) and education (Levin &

O’Donnell, 1999) has explicitly highlighted and sought to overcome similar

challenges. In each of these cases, researchers have contrasted internal critique

to insights from related fields to identify the challenges and formulate recom-

mendations. I adopt a similar model in this paper.

To begin this critique, I highlight theory-driven research as a basis for under-

standing the responses to scientific challenges across fields. Theory-driven

research allows the abstraction of knowledge from the specifics of context,

field and subject, and its formulation into theory (Briggs, 2006; Eisenhardt

& Graebner, 2007; Friedman, 2003). A theory is the explanation of a set of

conceptual relationships in which concepts, constructs and principles are

defined; the application domain is explicit; how and why relationships exist

is explained; and what could, should and would happen in a range of circum-

stances is predicted (Wacker, 2008, p. 7). A model or other description lacking

any one of these properties is not a theory (Dubin, 1978; Wacker, 2008, p. 7).

Reflection on theory-driven research was the trigger for many of the major sci-

entific critiques and developments in psychology (Maxwell, Lau, & Howard,

2015; Reiser, 1939) and education (Levin & O’Donnell, 1999). It also under-

pinned the transformation of operations management from an applied to a

more widely cited and scientifically robust field (Melnyk & Handfield, 1998)

and underlies much of the soul-searching in current general management

research (Honig, Lampel, Siegel, & Drnevich, 2017). Thus, I ground my exam-

ination of design research and comparison with related fields on this

foundation.

I will address the question of how design research might be steered towards

greater rigour, relevance and impact. The aim is not to prescribe how re-

searchers should do their work or to diminish the undeniable value of prior

design research. Rather, I want to show how stronger theory-driven research

could cohere and transform design research. To do this I conduct a mixed
Design Studies Vol 56 No. C Month 2018
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methods analysis which combines systematic and critical reviews (Grant &

Booth 2009, p. 94) of the design and related fields. The systematic elements

are based on the work of Higgins, Green, & Collaboration (2008) and focus

on ‘general design research’ as defined by Gemser et al. (2012, p. 12). I review

recent publications (2010e2016) in major design journals, following prior

work in this vein (Cash et al., 2013; Chai & Xiao, 2012). The limitation to

this method is that the extent of specific features in the literature may be

over/under-estimated in the summary statistics. Therefore, the results are

developed and contextualized using comparative critical review of design

and the related fields. This allows systematic identification of the literature

and reflection on the general validity of the findings (see Appendix).

The paper is structured as follows. Section 1 identifies common foundations of

theory-driven research. Section 2 identifies the difficulties confronting current

design research. Section 3 identifies the lessons that can be learned from con-

trasting design research with related fields that have faced similar challenges.

The paper concludes with recommendations related to fostering more robust,

theory-driven design research.
1 Theory-driven research
Theory-driven research is at the core of robust scientific knowledge. This con-

nects three symbiotic components: theory building, research methods and the

body of scientific knowledge (Briggs, 2006; Eisenhardt & Graebner, 2007;

Kitchenham et al., 2002). ‘Good’ theory-driven research allows researchers

to build a corpus of robust scientific knowledge that is valuable internally

and accessible externally. Thus, theory-driven research provides a foundation

for understanding research challenges across fields.

1.1 The theory building/testing cycle
Theory-driven research is underpinned by a theory building/testing cycle,

involving a process of exploration, theory creation and systematisation, and

empirical scrutiny and refinement. This cycle comprises a number of funda-

mental steps (Eisenhardt, 1989, p. 533; Gorard & Cook, 2007, p. 319;

Handfield & Melnyk, 1998, p. 324; Hevner, 2007, p. 88) that describe how

theory-driven research cyclically shapes a body of scientific knowledge that

captures the field’s understanding of its subject. If the cycle breaks down,

the build-up of scientific understanding is halted and research stagnates.

Given the importance of the theory building/testing cycle, I first clarify the

generally accepted steps and associated research questions. This allows the

specification of methods based on the type of research questions asked and

the nature of the theory under investigation (Gorard & Cook, 2007, p. 321).

This is particularly important for understanding how both qualitative and

quantitative methods can be useful for addressing research questions along
n design research 87



Figure 1 The theory building/testi
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the descriptive/prescriptive spectrum (Flyvbjerg, 2006; Levin & O’Donnell,

1999). For example, traditionally, Randomised Controlled Trials (RCTs)

are associated to testing generalizable causal claims relevant to whole popula-

tions or systems, for example, medical interventions (Grimes & Schulz, 2002,

p. 57), or design interventions to improve creativity (King & Sivaloganathan,

1999, p. 332). However, theoretical claims can also be highly contextualised.

Here, testing might be supported better by case-based methods, for example,

examination of extreme cases or identification of situations where propositions

are falsified (Clay, 2010, p. 52; Flyvbjerg, 2006, p. 11). It is the combination of

methods that supports the most robust theory and scientific knowledge devel-

opments (Shah & Corley, 2006, p. 1831). Thus, all methods could be useful in

all steps, but can be critically assessed with respect to the type of research ques-

tion and the related theory.

For each step, I summarise the main aims, the research questions and types of

methods used, and provide an illustration of the overall process by following a

stream of the design research literature. Figure 1 shows that the researcher can

enter the cycle at any point and by ‘spiralling’ through it can build up scientific

knowledge (Carroll & Swatman, 2000, p. 240; Meredith, 1993, p. 4).

Discovery and description (theory building mode): identifying areas of interest

and important issues; asking questions that establish the general characteris-

tics of what is going on in a situation, the key issues and the potential impor-

tance of research in this area, supported by methods targeting in depth

understanding. For example, Fish and Scrivener’s (1990) description of

sketching as important in representational cognition.
ng cycle showing the ‘spiral’ build up of scientific knowledge

Design Studies Vol 56 No. C Month 2018
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Definition of variables and limitation of domain (theory building mode): identi-

fying variables and mapping interconnections and boundaries; asking ques-

tions to identify the key variables and identify salient themes, patterns and

categories, supported by methods aimed at broadening our understanding.

For example, Kavakli, Scrivener and Ball’s (1998) exploratory experiment

which frames the progression of representational sketching as a crucial vari-

able for design.

Relationship building (theory building mode): describing connections between

variables and the underpinningmechanisms that explain the ‘why’ of these con-

nections; asking questions that establish relationships among the variables e

whether it is possible to identify an order in these relationships or explain

why such relationships should exist, supported by methods to describe the spe-

cific relationships between variables. For example, Scrivener et al.’s (2000) re-

analysis of Kavakli’s (1998) study identifies a distinct relationship between

representational sketching and uncertainty perception.

Prediction, testing and validation (theory testing mode): testing the theoretical

model emerging from the previous step and predicting future outcomes; posing

validation questions and contrasting empirical results and theoretical explana-

tions/predictions, supported by methods to test propositions, explanations

and predictions. For example, Ball et al.’s (2010) preliminary testing, using

protocol data, of predictions linking uncertainty perception and the genera-

tion of ideas via representational sketching.

Extension and refinement (theory testing mode): expanding and mapping the

theoretical model derived from the previous step; posing questions to establish

the extent of its power and refine its structure with respect to empirical obser-

vations, supported by methods to test applicability, generalisability and scope.

For example, Tseng and Ball (2010) extend Scrivener et al.’s (2000) and Ball

et al.’s (2010) work by experimentally examining the links between uncertainty

perception, interpretation of representational sketches and idea development.

Each of the above steps synthesises theory building, research methods and the

body of scientific knowledge. In the context of theory building, each step is

associated to aspects of good practice. For example, uniqueness and conserva-

tion in theory building mode (i.e., concepts are either connected to or differen-

tiated from standard extant concepts), and predictive power and refutability in

theory testing mode (Wacker, 1998, p. 365). In the context of research

methods, the steps in this cycle provide the basis for directing the application

of all types of methods, from analytical (e.g., conceptual, mathematical, statis-

tical) to empirical (e.g., experimental, statistical, case study) (Robson &

McCartan, 2011, p. 67; Scandura & Williams, 2000, p. 1262). Finally, in rela-

tion to the body of scientific knowledge, each step provides distinct insights

that contribute different types of knowledge (e.g., explanatory, predictive,
n design research 89
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causal) (Gregor, 2006, p. 620; Reynolds, 1971, p. 2). Without an understand-

ing of where within this cycle the research fits it is impossible to define the

methods best suited to addressing specific research questions or to integrate in-

sights effectively.
1.2 Symbiosis between theory and method
Understanding how research contributes to the theory building/testing cycle

enables the selection and application of a research method (Amundson,

1998, p. 356), assessment of its success (Gorard & Cook, 2007, p. 315) and

evaluation of the evidence provided (Grimes & Schulz, 2002, p. 57). Under-

standing of ‘robust’ methods cannot be atheoretical. For example, it is com-

mon for researchers to argue the relative merits of quantitative verses

qualitative methods (Flyvbjerg, 2006; Gorard & Cook, 2007). However, this

assumes one method is generally better than the other. In the theory build-

ing/testing cycle, all methods provide distinct contributions in each step, and

it is often their combination that provides the richest understanding (Shah

& Corley, 2006). For instance, an experiment might be suited to testing gener-

alised causal claims (Kirk, 2009), but compared to an ethnographic method,

would be much less appropriate to test context-specific falsification

(Flyvbjerg, 2006). Qualitative and quantitative insights can be combined to

produce accurate and clearly-defined theory, and to describe its wider applica-

bility and boundary conditions (Shah & Corley, 2006, p. 1832). Thus, explicit

theoretical framing is essential for the application and evaluation of research

methods.

Theory-driven research supports the use of research methods in three main

ways: it defines the application of a specific method; it shapes the development

of the method; and it provides a basis for examining the rigour of the method.

Without an understanding of the underlying theory building/testing cycle, it is

almost impossible to develop meaningful application standards, research prac-

tice norms or common analytical foundations (Grimes & Schulz, 2002;

Malterud, 2001). In the absence of such common standards, many important

qualitative and quantitative research methods will be excluded from the re-

searcher’s repertoire. For example, qualitative methods will be robbed of their

value. Instead of generating insights that support wider methodological inte-

gration and theory development, they will remain contextually disconnected

(Flyvbjerg, 2006, p. 221). Case studies have been used in design generally to

describe creative leaps in professional practice (Cross, 1997, p. 428), novice

sketching (Scrivener et al., 2000, p. 468) and ideation (Gonçalves, Cardoso,

& Badke-Schaub, 2016, p. 23). However, because the underlying mechanisms

are not well understood, these insights are difficult to bring together or trans-

late into more generally supportive design tools or interventions (Ozkan &

Dogan, 2013, p. 187). Similarly, without common standards, it is not possible

to support key quantitative methods such as meta-analysis (Glass, 1976, p. 3)
Design Studies Vol 56 No. C Month 2018
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or RCTs (Levin & O’Donnell, 1999, p. 203). When testing generalizable causal

claims, meta-analyses and RCTs provide the strongest possible quantitative

evidence (Grimes & Schulz, 2002, p. 57). Such claims are often made in design

with regard to design tools, for example, in terms of generating and selecting

the best concepts (King & Sivaloganathan, 1999). However, without method-

ological rigour in the understanding of the underlying psychological processes

(Daalhuizen, 2014, p. 46), cause-effect results may not materialise in practice

(Araujo, Benedetto-Neto, Campello, Segre, & Wright, 1996). Lack of ability

to use these research methods effectively prevents researchers from addressing

important research questions and developing subsequent meaningful theory or

robust scientific knowledge.
1.3 Symbiosis between theory and scientific knowledge
Understanding how a research contribution fits the theory building/testing cy-

cle (i.e., its theoretical relevance and research method appropriateness) is the

basis for its integration into the wider body of scientific knowledge (Hevner,

2007, p. 88). A cohesive and robust body of scientific knowledge cannot be

formed atheoretically (Melnyk & Handfield, 1998, p. 312; Reynolds, 1971,

p. 9). The value of such theoretical framing is illustrated by design research

contributions that have had an impact outside of the field. Among the 48 pa-

pers published in design journals cited in JPIM between 2010 and 2016, 33

demonstrate good-practice in delivering theoretical contributions in the

form of, for example, research frameworks (Crilly, Moultrie, & Clarkson,

2004, p. 569), generalizable definitions (Love, 2002, p. 358) or propositional

directions for research (Gorb & Dumas, 1987, p. 152; Redstrom, 2006, p.

136). In addition, all of the nine more empirically-orientated papers, explicitly

frame their studies with respect to extant theory, in the form of testing predic-

tions or offering refinements to scope or variables (Coughlan & Mashman,

1999, p. 561; Person et al., 2008, p. 43). Further, two of the most frequently

cited and scientifically impactful design research contributions, ‘Function

Behaviour Structure’ by Gero (1990) (1977 citations1) and ‘Co-evolution’ by

Dorst and Cross (2001) (1425 citations1), based on the work of Maher and

Poon (1996), are also two of the most theoretically formalised studies. Each

has spawned a specific body of knowledge, integrating numerous studies

and insights connected via common concepts and principles. Linking research

across a field builds on the identification, description and interconnection

among common concepts, constructs and principles via theory (Eisenhardt

& Graebner, 2007, p. 1114; Reynolds, 1971, p. 83). Thus, explicit theoretical

and methodological framing is essential to the development of robust scientific

knowledge.

The development of theory is a prerequisite for internal cohesion and external

accessibility (Briggs, 2006, p. 581). Theory facilitates interconnections across

research methods, research settings and the contextual boundaries of subject
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and field (Eisenhardt & Graebner, 2007; Melnyk & Handfield, 1998). Without

theory, it is difficult for researchers to understand, adapt or develop insights

beyond the specific context in which they were generated (Friedman, 2003,

p. 513; Robson & McCartan, 2011, p. 31), which risks fragmentation and sci-

entific stagnation. Also, the structuring of knowledge via theory allows re-

searchers to more effectively direct research efforts, by identifying those

parts of the body of knowledge that are incomplete, unclear or paradoxical

(Melnyk & Handfield, 1998, p. 313). For example, despite many studies on as-

pects of design cognition and behaviour, there was no cohesive description of

how these aspects might be connected to provide a general model of design ac-

tivity (Hay et al., 2017, p. 148) until the recent theory development work of

Cash and Kreye (2017). This historical lack of theory has prevented design re-

searchers from offering strong causal explanations of the progression of design

activity. Thus, In the absence of a robust body of scientific knowledge, the

steps in the theory building/testing cycle become disconnected, difficult to

direct and difficult to link to prior research.
1.4 Understanding and evaluating theory-driven research
In addition to the three components of theory-driven research discussed in this

section, there is a number of acknowledged manifest indicators of healthy

theory-driven research. For example, a healthy symbiosis between theory

building and the body of scientific knowledge means that there is a common

understanding of the core concepts, constructs and principles, which allows

links between research questions. In this context, meta-analytical studies can

be developed based on an evaluation of these common elements. Thus, a clear

indicator of a healthy link between theory and scientific knowledge is the ex-

istence of numerous and varied meta-analytical studies. These indicators help

to identify comparable situations and challenges in other fields. In Table 1,

each component of theory-driven research has a brief description linked to

the main health indicators. For each component, I provide a link to the liter-

ature to show its importance and common characteristics across fields. For

each health indicator, I highlight examples of good-practice discussions in

the design literature.
2 Challenges facing theory-driven design research
I now examine the challenges facing current theory-driven design research (see

Appendix). To support this discussion, I illustrate my points by contrasting

design research with related fields. However, the comparison is not always

direct since as different fields address different scientific challenges their inter-

nal structure changes. For example, it is common in more scientifically mature

fields for there to be specialised review or method-focused journals. This re-

duces the number of review and method articles published in general journals,

which would be more analogous to journals in design research. Where direct

comparison is possible, I contrast design research findings to top ranked
Design Studies Vol 56 No. C Month 2018



Table 1 The three foundational components of theory-driven research and their associated health indicators

Components of theory-driven
research

Summary description

Theory building/testing Associated to research clarity and explicit theoretical and empirical
evaluation of research artefacts (Briggs, 2006; Eisenhardt, 1989; Hevner,
2007).

Manifest health indicators

� High levels of specific theory building research (Love, 2000).

� Consistent and explicit use of research frameworks to frame and connect empirical and theoretical contributions (Dorst,

2008).

� Consistent and explicit formalisation of theory application in both building, i.e., proposition development, and testing

modes, i.e., hypothesis testing (Cash & Culley, 2014).

Theory and method symbiosis Associated to research rigour and the interaction between theory and
method use (Goetz & LeCompte, 1981; Hevner, 2007; Levin & O’Donnell,
1999).

Manifest health indicators

� High levels of specific methodology and method-focused research connected to the theory building/testing cycle

(Blessing & Chakrabarti, 2009).

� Consistent and explicit development and use of methods to identify research best practice (Ball & Ormerod, 2000a).

� Explicit formalisation of methodological standards and procedures associated to development of both qualitative and

quantitative evidence (Robinson, 2016).

Theory and scientific knowledge
symbiosis

Associated to communication of research, self-evaluation and distillation of
research knowledge (Glasgow & Emmons, 2007; Hevner, 2007; Kitchenham,
Dyba, & Jorgensen, 2004).

Manifest health indicators

� Widespread recognition and application of research on scientific knowledge development and the theory building/testing

cycle (Horvath, 2016).

� High levels of specific meta-analytical and review-based research (Vasconcelos & Crilly, 2016).

� Consistent and high levels of replication, reporting of negative results and data access (Crilly & Cardoso, 2017).

Developing theory-drive
general research journals in related fields that best match the scope and field

specific aims of Design Studies. I use Design Studies as the starting point for

the examples because it is both the highest ranked general design journal

(Gemser et al., 2012, p. 12) and the journal that consistently represents the

‘best case’ in each aspect of the review results. Where direct journal-to-

journal comparison is impossible, I contrast design research to research in

the related fields more generally.
2.1 Evaluating theory building/testing
The first challenge is that despite a research tradition spanning 50 years, design

theory is scant. This scarcity is highlighted by Love (2000, p. 312) and Dorst

(2008, p. 7). However, only 3% of the papers reviewed (37 out of 1242)

describe theory as a primary contribution. Further, few papers focus on devel-

oping rigour in the theory building/testing cycle. This contrasts to, for

example, the Academy of Management Journal (AMJ) or JPIM, where an

explicit contribution to theory is a prerequisite. In addition, major works on

this subject (from design research and related fields) are not widely cited in

the review, despite being recognised externally. For example, it is telling to

compare the number of citations to key works in Design Studies with the
n design research 93
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number attracted in total (indicating their overall importance). During the re-

view period, Eisenhardt’s (1989) ‘Building theories from case study research’

received only two citations in Design Studies (out of a total 43 696 citations1),

and Friedman’s (2003) ‘Theory construction in design research’ received only

three citations (out of a total 412 citations1). This hinders attempts to answer

how design insights might be connected within and across fields. This is partic-

ularly important, since the design literature includes a significant number of

descriptive studies providing contextualised findings, which require theory

for their integration. For instance, Crilly, Moultrie and Clarkson (2004) high-

light that despite substantial study of user perception, further research devel-

opment stalled due to lack of a linking theory. Thus, there is little evidence of

specific theory development in design research and a lack of work examining

how such development could be supported.

The few exceptions, such as ‘Co-evolution’ (Dorst & Cross, 2001), almost

exclusively offer descriptive explanatory knowledge e very few provide pre-

scriptive, predictive or causal knowledge. For example, there is little formalisa-

tion of hypothesis testing (in theory testing mode) and its counterpart,

proposition development (in theory building mode). In Design Studies, only

five papers explicitly formalise propositions associated to theory building

and predictive knowledge. Although some studies discuss predictions or causal

claims (e.g., Dong (2005) examines predictions of increasing semantic coher-

ence in design teams), there are almost no examples of integrated theory build-

ing/testing explicitly linking propositions and hypotheses. While 134 papers

published inDesign Studies discuss some type of experiment, only 79 formalise

hypotheses. Contrast this to AMJ or JPIM where 100% of the papers pub-

lished in 2016 explicitly describe either hypotheses or propositions. This lack

of formalisation makes it difficult to judge what theory studies build on,

what specific measures and concepts were used, and how they are linked.

This is illustrated by McAlpine, Cash, & Hicks (2017), who show that while

there are many studies of how designers use logbooks, few offer general expla-

nations of why logbooks are used. Therefore, the varied studies in this area are

difficult to connect to a common theoretical lens, resulting in the majority of

prescriptive attempts to develop, for example, digital e-logbooks, being unsuc-

cessful. Thus, design research is not moving effectively through the theory

building/testing cycle.

This insight leads to the second major challenge, the perceived fragmentation

of knowledge (Love, 2002; McMahon, 2010) and the recognition that design

research includes a high level of reinvention and rediscovery (Heymann,

2009, p. 242; Le Masson, Dorst, & Subrahmanian, 2013, p. 3). This sense of

‘reinventing the wheel’ in design research is highlighted by Heymann (2009)

with respect to recommendations for design in practice. The root cause of

this problem is the difficulties related to formalisation, communication and

interconnection of abstracted concepts, constructs and principles through
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theory. Without a linking theory, it is easy unintentionally to mischaracterise

or fail to articulate the system under investigation (Robinson, Segal, & Sharp,

2007, p. 547). This can be seen in the scarcity of research frameworks in the

design literature. Research frameworks serve an explicit purpose of connecting

diverse studies at an abstract level (Robson & McCartan, 2011, p. 69). For

example, only five papers in Design Studies make explicit reference to a

research framework. Contrast this to AMJ or JPIM, where, in 2016, respec-

tively 93% and 98% of papers describe the research framework used in their

contribution. In addition, there is a lack of formalised connection in the design

literature to the theory building/testing cycle, despite all of the steps in the cy-

cle generally being represented. For example, in Design Studies, only four pa-

pers use the formal term ‘theory building’ and only two refer to ‘theory

testing’. This means individual research insights, despite being contextualised

with respect to the literature reviewed, lack the formalisation and abstraction

required to link them to wider scientific knowledge. Design researchers strug-

gle to answer both descriptive questions about why design happens, for

example, why a design tool works in the way that it does, and prescriptive

or predictive questions about what might happen, for example, following

the introduction of a new design tool. Without such interconnections among

individual research insights, it is impossible to build theory or progress

through the various steps in the theory building/testing cycle. Thus, design re-

searchers lack the theoretical foundations necessary to provide compelling

descriptive or prescriptive knowledge with respect to diverse underlying

concepts.
2.2 Evaluating theory and method symbiosis
Given the above theoretical challenges and connections between theory and

methods, we can expect to face a number of distinct methodological problems

in design research (Section 1). These systematic challenges are strikingly

evident in the design literature. The first is that design research lacks a formal-

ised means for evaluating methods, deploying those best suited to a particular

research question and, subsequently, integrating the results and assessing their

quality. Few papers claim to contribute to research methods or research meth-

odology (respectively 3.1% and 2.3% of those reviewed) and almost none

focus on these aspects as their primary contribution. This contrasts to, for

example, applied psychology (e.g., Morrow, 2007) and management (e.g.,

Bansal & Corley, 2011), where methodological standards are accepted and

form the basis for ongoing discussion. In design, very few papers claim to

contribute by connecting theory to empirical methods (1.1% of those re-

viewed), and none elaborate substantive methodological standards with

respect to the theory building/testing cycle. This is despite similar standards

being considered essential in fields such as management (Sparrowe &

Mayer, 2011) and software engineering research (Kitchenham et al., 2002).

Thus, there is a general disconnect between the theory building/testing cycle
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and the methods used in design research, and an overall lack of field specific

research on method development and application.

The impact of this problem on design research is illustrated by the meta-

analysis by Sio, Kotovsky, and Cagan (2015) and the systematic review pro-

vided by Vasconcelos and Crilly (2016), both of which explore trends in exper-

imental studies of fixation. Given that fixation is an established theory and its

experimental methods are oriented towards meta-analysis, comparison in this

area should be straightforward. However, Sio et al. (2015, p. 95) were forced to

limit their sample to a small subset of fixation experiments and, ultimately,

concluded that their analysis was likely underpowered with respect to the

range of fixation effects considered. Vasconcelos and Crilly (2016, p. 26) offer

a partial explanation for this limitation, highlighting the high degree of varia-

tion in experimental methods and the vagueness with which fixation theory is

defined and used to frame experimental effects. This exemplifies how, without

supporting theory, it is difficult to define comparable methods, which, in turn,

hampers effective theory building (Crilly & Cardoso, 2017, p. 21). The fact that

meta-analysis was severely limited, even in the relatively cohesive fixation

research theme, is a major indicator of the lack of standardisation in method-

ological and evidential practices. This makes it impossible to develop theory in

a field, such as fixation, or identify meaningful insights regarding its effects in

design.

This leads to issues in developing and validating robust research methods asso-

ciated to each of the steps in the theory building/testing cycle. A number of

works discuss qualitative methodologies and methods and how these might

be developed to better respond to the needs of design research (Collins,

Joseph, & Bielaczyc, 2004; Reich, 2010; Robinson, 2010). However, with

respect to quantitative methods, there is substantially less support, and the

disconnect between theory and methods is more pronounced (Cash &

Culley, 2014, p. 182). This is particularly significant in the context of the higher

reliance of quantitative methods on explicit theoretical framing (Kirk, 2009, p.

23). A major feature of this issue is that almost no ‘gold standard’ methods for

examining generalised causal claims are available in the reviewed literature,

that is, meta-analyses (Glass, 1976), RCTs (Haidich, 2010) or robust experi-

ments (Grimes & Schulz, 2002). This is despite such claims underpinning

many design research contributions, and the tradition in design research of

varied experimental studies (Cash, Elias, Dekoninck, & Culley, 2012;

Robinson, 2016). Only two papers published in Design Studies mention meth-

odological best practice in the context of research methods, empirical investi-

gation or theory building. Also, I found no research dealing with

methodologically inclusive standards of evidence or rigour. This is notwith-

standing the need for such standards being discussed in several editorials

(Cross, 2012; Reich, 2010) and being highlighted by Vasconcelos and Crilly

(2016, p. 26) and Cagan et al. (2013, p. 1). The general need is underlined
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by numerous authors (Glasgow & Emmons, 2007, p. 421; Grimes & Schulz,

2002, p. 60; Kitchenham et al., 2004, p. 278) and these standards are accepted

in closely related fields such as general management (Bansal & Corley, 2011)

and software engineering research (Kitchenham et al., 2002). Flay et al.

(2005, p. 171) highlight the positive role played by such standards in bringing

a research field together, and they emphasise the general value of standards

when assessing evidence and research quality, and communicating with prac-

titioners. The lack of methodological development, validation and standard-

isation prevent design researchers from responding to key research questions

about the nature of design phenomena, and developing effective design theory

(Wacker, 2008, p. 7). In addition, it limits design researchers’ ability to provide

convincing evidence to researchers in related fields where such standards are

common. Thus, design researchers lack the methodological tools required to

address the deep descriptive and prescriptive questions that form the founda-

tions of theory-driven design research.
2.3 Evaluating theory and scientific knowledge symbiosis
The interaction between theory, methods and the development of scientific

knowledge allow the identification of a number of distinctive challenges (Sec-

tion 1). The first is that design research struggles to develop a cohesive body of

scientific knowledge. Only 1.2% of the reviewed design papers describe their

focus as connecting theory building/testing work to a body of scientific knowl-

edge via review or analytical research. None of the papers reviewed dealt with

the development of an overall model for design research, that is, connecting

the theory building/testing cycle, application domain and body of scientific

knowledge. In addition, major works on this topic from related fields were

not widely cited in the design literature. For example, Eisenhardt’s (1989)

case-based explanation of theory building was cited only twice in Design

Studies during the review period. These findings contrast to the findings for

JOM or JPIM, for example. Both journals include a high proportion of papers

focused on linking theory building/testing efforts with a body of scientific

knowledge via review or analytical research (circa 16% between 2010 and

2016). Further, Eisenhardt’s (1989) work was cited over 150 times in these

two journals in the same period. This lack of knowledge development means

that design researchers struggle, for example, to connect proposed design tools

or interventions to underlying theory. This is illustrated by Daalhuizen (2014,

p. 155), who highlights the disconnect between proposed design tools and the-

ories of human behaviour, resulting in low levels of utilisation of tools in prac-

tice. Thus, there is little work in developing a cohesive body of scientific

knowledge.

The perception of fragmentation and reinvention in design research, already

discussed, is indicative of the second major challenge, that is, a general lack

of formalised analytical research and reflection. The absence of commonality
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and structure provided by the theory building/testing cycle and the evidence it

provides, means that there is no a robust analytical research tradition in design

research. This excludes half of the methods available to a researcher (Wacker,

1998, p. 376), evidenced by the single meta-analytic study (Sio et al., 2015), lack

of falsification studies and the fact that only 1.2% of papers focus on review

and critique. No major design journal or conference includes tracks focused

on analytical research methods. Further, although there are some more narra-

tive reflective works, for example, Cross (1993, 2007) and Sheldon (2004,

2006), these are few in number and represent only a tiny fraction of the re-

viewed literature. It is interesting that the value of such formal reflective study

is recognised with respect to design practice in Spitas’s (2011) survey of design

paradigms in industry, but not with respect to design research.

Contrast the above lack with the general management or applied psychology

literature where three of the top ten journals in both fields are dedicated outlets

for review and analytical research (Liang et al., 2015). These journals are cen-

tral in their fields. For example, theAnnual Review of Psychology andAcademy

of Management Review are ranked respectively 1st and 2nd in their fields. In

the absence of such a tradition, it is difficult to generalise findings or to connect

them across the various steps in the theory building/testing cycle (Heymann,

2009; Le Masson et al., 2013). In addition, without formalisation and recogni-

tion of analytical methods, it is difficult for a field to build on past research or

effectively to critique its own practices. This is damaging to efforts to more sys-

tematically direct research by identifying those parts of the body of scientific

knowledge that are incomplete, unclear or paradoxical. Further, design re-

searchers produce knowledge that is difficult for external researchers to access

because it lacks analytical research on major theoretical developments that,

typically, form the foundations for cross field communication (Melnyk &

Handfield, 1998, p. 313). Thus, answering questions about the relevance of

design research with respect to theory in other fields, or how design studies

can be combined to assess the general value of design insights becomes prob-

lematic and has negative effects on design research uptake and impact.

Connected to the above issue is a third more pragmatic challenge. Design

research lacks the formalised approaches to the theoretical framing and re-

porting of research necessary to support systematic self-reflection and critique.

This hampers effective meta-analytical and other systematic review efforts. For

example, key quantitative research mechanisms in this context include replica-

tion, analytical studies, negative reporting and investigation of systemic biases.

None of the papers reviewed mention replication as a concept relevant to

design research methodology. This is despite the fundamental role of replica-

tion in experimentation highlighted by Kirk (2009, p. 24) and others (Maxwell

et al., 2015; Tsang & Kwan, 1999), and the widespread use of experimental

methods in design research (Cash, Stankovic, & Storga, 2016b, p. 5). Similarly,

key qualitative mechanisms include investigations into the interconnection of
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insights, falsification and triangulation (Flyvbjerg, 2006; Nock, Michel, &

Photos, 2007). Again, this research is limited in the design literature. This

means that design researchers struggle to generate strong evidence-based state-

ments about the state of research in the design field. It is impossible to know

whether a study provides convincing results atheoretically, to evaluate how

well potential errors or research biases have been mitigated in a single exper-

iment without replication, or to judge whether the phenomena studied are

robustly generalizable without meta-analysis and falsification criteria.

In addition to the above, key practical mechanisms for generating commonal-

ity and theoretical integration are scarce in design research. For example, there

are few open study protocols, tasks or datasets. A notable exception here are

four Design Thinking Research Symposia (DTRS) that employ this approach.

However, they are a minority even within the DTRS series (Cross, 2017, p. xi),

and there is no exploitation of common datasets elsewhere in the design liter-

ature. In particular, there are no papers focussing on research triangulation,

despite its fundamental role in the theory building/testing cycle (Robson &

McCartan, 2011, p. 171) and its explicit relevance to multi-perspective studies

such as DTRS. Similarly, the ‘peanut sheller’ task, popularised by Linsey,

Green, Murphy, Wood, & Markman (2005, p. 4) and others (Fu, Cagan, &

Kotovsky, 2010; Linsey,Markman, &Wood, 2012), is a rare exception. In gen-

eral, the reviewed design journals lack data publication, negative reporting and

other mechanisms standard in this context. Thus, there is a major deficit in the

practical support for systematic self-reflection and critique in design research.

Taken together, these challenges mean that design research is subject to a

memory problem whereby evidence becomes lost, and researchers must rein-

vent or redevelop insights with every change to context or subject. It is difficult,

also, to provide robust support for research claims across fields because stan-

dard mechanisms intended to evaluate and aggregate evidence within a field

(e.g. systematic review, replication etc.) are lacking in design research. Thus,

design researchers lack the reflective tools necessary to address questions

about research quality, effectiveness of prescriptive proposals, or robustness,

validity and generalisability of insights across fields.
2.4 Overview of the challenges facing design research
While individual researchers might find the problems described in this section

difficult to address, as a field we cannot pretend that they do not diminish the

overall impact of design research. Lack of systemic integration of theory in a

research field means that insights cannot be generalised or adapted more

widely and applied in new contexts. For example, while, as a design researcher,

I might be able to bring together the literature on a topic and formulate my

own ‘theory’ connecting the elements involved to frame an experiment,

judging each empirical study with respect to its context and method, this
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Evidence

� Low levels of specific theo
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� Little explicit formalisation
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� Low levels of specific analy

� Little replication, reporting
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process is near impossible for a researcher external to design. For example, the

external researcher must, first, connect to the fragmented concepts, constructs

and principles, often described purely empirically without a research frame-

work, structuring design theory or links to wider cross-field theory. Second,

an outsider must judge the empirical descriptions of these elements with little

basis for assessing the quality of the research methods used, no standard for

reconciling potentially conflicting results, and no means to recourse to exam-

ples of methods acknowledged as gold standards across fields. Third, the

researcher must build on evidence that often is either not verified or is unver-

ifiable, even within design research. In addition, the field of design research is

unable to provide evidence on major research biases or systemic issues in the

insights offered. This forces related fields to re-invent and re-study contribu-

tions, rendering the contribution of design research moot. Thus, it must be

concluded that although each individual researcher may strive to do the best

work possible, there are major challenges in the field. These are summarised

in Table 2 together with the supporting evidence from the review.
3 A way forward
Studying the fields that have dealt with challenges similar to those outlined in

Section 2, allows identification of a way forward for theory-driven design

research.
3.1 Fostering greater theory building/testing
The first major feature of the improvement efforts across related fields is the

establishment of a robust scientific model linking the different components
theory-driven design research

Summary description

Developing a robust tradition of theory building/testing in design
research as well as connecting to fields outside design.

ry building research.

ch frameworks to frame and connect empirical and theoretical contribution.

of theory application in either building or testing modes.

sis Developing robust methods such that design research insights
might support greater theory building and impact across fields.

odology and method focused research connected to the theory building/testing cycle.

of methods linked to the building of standards of practice.

of methodological standards and procedures.

ledge Developing an integrated body of scientific knowledge in design
research that is accessible to both design and other researchers.

ication of research on scientific knowledge development and the theory building/testing cycle.

tical research methods.

of negative results, or open data access.
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of theory-driven research. The development of such models is aimed at

creating a structure to allow researchers to connect diverse research methods,

theory building/testing and the body of scientific knowledge, to generate theo-

retical and practical impact. Also, the process of creating a scientific model is

almost as valuable as the model itself (Colquitt & Zapata-Phelan, 2007, p.

1293; Winter, 2008, p. 474). The development and application of a scientific

model is a common feature of improvement efforts in information systems

(Briggs & Schwabe, 2011), education (Gorard & Cook, 2007), management

(Eisenhardt & Graebner, 2007) and psychology (Smith & Conrey, 2007).

For example, Gorard and Cook’s (2007) work discusses the process of forming

such a model. Gorard and Cook bring together two streams of ‘conflicting’

research and distil their common elements in order to describe a fundamental

scientific model for education research. This highlights not only the founda-

tional nature of such a model but also its role in helping to bring together

diverse fields. In addition, Gorard and Cook’s work illustrates how a scientific

model can be adapted from a more generic theory building/testing cycle, to the

context of a specific field. This adaption and field specific description is re-

flected in other work, such as Eisenhardt and Graebner (2007) and Colquitt

and Zapata-Phelan (2007) in management research, and Smith and Conrey

(2007) in social psychology. It is possible to envisage similar development ef-

forts in design research, either building on one of the models mentioned here

or focused on a field-specific model. Thus, a scientific model forms the foun-

dation for clarifying and integrating research within a field, and forms the ba-

sis for more specific improvement efforts associated to each component of

theory-driven research. This allows researchers to connect insights from across

contexts and organisational levels, and to link descriptive questions about why

phenomena occur, to prescriptive questions regarding, for example, the impact

of new design tools or interventions.

The second major feature of improvement efforts across the related fields is

that they establish tenets of ‘good’ theory-driven research, building on an un-

derlying scientific model. This effort is aimed at reinforcing the explicit connec-

tion to the theory building/testing cycle, and moving towards a stronger

tradition of theory-driven research in general. For example, a focus on theory

building/testing characterises the transition of operations management from a

highly applied empirical field to an influential theory building field (Melnyk &

Handfield, 1998). A similar development of field specific research on theory

building/testing is typical also of self-improvement efforts in education

(Gorard & Cook, 2007) and information systems (Gregor & Jones, 2007).

These research fields have sought to establish, for example, the specific nature

of the challenges in the theory building/testing steps (Gorard & Cook, 2007, p.

13), the virtues and characteristics of robust theory-driven research in each

step (Wacker, 1998, p. 364), and how these insights can be applied to generate

greater practical and scientific impact within and across fields (Levin &

O’Donnell, 1999, p. 220). A similar approach would allow design researchers
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to, for example, more systematically evaluate the likelihood that efficacy

claims associated to a proposed design tool are robust, and that the design

tool will have the expected impact when applied in a new context. Such tenets

of good practice allow researchers to evaluate the strength of both descriptive

and prescriptive claims, and to evaluate how they might be translated into new

contexts.

In addition to prioritising research on theory building/testing, there have been

parallel efforts to adopt, adapt and connect to theories from other fields in or-

der to kick-start a tradition of theory-driven research (Colquitt & Zapata-

Phelan, 2007, p. 1294). These efforts provide an immediate bridge to other

areas of impact, and constitute a first step towards best practice, which can

be difficult to establish in the context of a weak theory-driven research tradi-

tion. For example, they are a crucial part of the rationale for Bedny and

Harris’s (2005, p. 128) refinement and application of activity theory in educa-

tion, and Sowden et al.’s (2015, p. 40) application of dual process theory in

creativity. In design research, these efforts could take the form of specific pub-

lications adapting principles of theory-driven research to the design context, or

foundational reviews of theories relevant to design. Alternatively, the develop-

ment of a database listing design relevant theories and their constituent ele-

ments might constitute a more pragmatic approach. Such databases are

becoming more frequent in related fields (Larsen, 2015; NCIB, 2015;

Poldrack et al., 2011). For example, the Inter-Nomological Network (INN)

(Larsen, 2015) provides a database of variables and links them to larger con-

structs and specific instantiations of their use. A key element supporting all

these efforts is the systematisation of concept, construct and principal descrip-

tions across a field (Colquitt & Zapata-Phelan, 2007, p. 1296). This would

allow design researchers to explicitly connect to work in other research areas,

or work conducted in other contexts, and would provide a direct means for

achieving impact in other fields.

The third major feature of improvement efforts across fields is the formalisa-

tion and use of a research framework. Research frameworks explicitly link the

base theory under investigation to other related concepts, constructs or prin-

ciples in order to bridge across field boundaries (Gregor & Jones, 2007; Walls,

Widmeyer, & El Sawy, 1992). Research frameworks are a crucial ingredient in

discussions of the purpose, scope and contribution of a piece of research in the

wider theory building/testing cycle. As such, research frameworks can connect

both qualitative and quantitative methods to provide a foundation from which

to explicitly link elemental studies to the wider theory or knowledge (Snow &

Thomas, 2007). Formalisation of research framework use is at the heart of

development efforts in management (Malhotra & Grover, 1998; Snow &

Thomas, 2007), psychology (Michie, Johnston, Francis, Hardeman, &

Eccles, 2008) and software engineering research (Kitchenham et al., 2002).

The importance of research frameworks can be seen in the management
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domain in the gradual integration of information processing constructs from

diverse studies, and across organisational levels, to create organisational infor-

mation processing theory (Daft & Lengel, 1986; Hultink, Talke, Griffin, &

Veldhuizen, 2011). Although description of a research framework in an indi-

vidual paper might seem trivial, it is an important step in the explicit linking

of studies to form a cohesive body of scientific knowledge (Barab & Squire,

2004; Hitt, Beamish, Jackson, & Mathieu, 2007). Thus, research frameworks

are important for generalising research findings and allowing practitioner-

led or practice-focused work to be incorporated into the wider research

(Sandoval & Bell, 2004). For example, research frameworks help researchers

translate observations of design work into specific design tool prescriptions.

Systematic application of research frameworks would allow design researchers

to directly link diverse works from across the range of descriptive and prescrip-

tive research questions in order to increase scientific impact within and across

fields.
3.2 Fostering greater symbiosis between theory and method
Significant for the development of an effective link between theory and method

is systematic development of methodological best practice based on the

research questions posed, and the nature of the theory under investigation. I

think that research, particularly in the behavioural domain, necessarily builds

on a synthesis of the evidence from qualitative and quantitative, analytical and

empirical methods with none taking priority in the overall context of the the-

ory building/testing cycle (Goetz & LeCompte, 1981, p. 53). However, it is

possible to identify more or less appropriate methods with respect to their spe-

cific application (Handfield & Melnyk, 1998, p. 324), and to define what char-

acterises good practice and robust evidence in these applications (Grimes &

Schulz, 2002; Malterud, 2001).

Connecting method development to the theory building/testing cycle is central

to self-improvement efforts in education (Levin & O’Donnell, 1999), health

(Seale & Silverman, 1997) and behavioural (Tashakkori & Teddlie, 2008)

and management science (Molina-Azorin, 2010; Onwuegbuzie & Leech,

2006). In each case, greater prioritisation of method integration led to explicit

discussion of which methods and which research questions fit best, and how to

assess the quality of the evidence produced. For example, Gorard and Cook

(2007, p. 321) state that ‘For a given kind of question, one method is often supe-

rior to another. It is only across all of education research with its many different

kinds of question that multiple methods are needed’ and, further, that to test

generalized causal claims ‘RCTs are the best available primary method’. In

contrast, Flyvbjerg (2006, p. 11) suggests that case studies are ideal for testing

contextualised claims because they provide deep insights and potential falsifi-

cation. In both cases, the authors acknowledge that objective standards of

rigour and evidential quality can be established for specific research questions.
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Thus, it is possible to envisage similar development efforts in design research,

either building on works such as Amundson (1998), or elaborating prior dis-

cussions of specific methods in the design domain (Ball & Ormerod, 2000b;

Robinson, 2016). This would allow design researchers to better match their

research approach to descriptive or prescriptive questions, and to identify

areas of methodological weakness in design research.

Exploring the idea of standards further, efforts have been made to provide

guidelines for both qualitative and quantitative methods in several fields

including management (Amundson, 1998; George, Haas, & Pentland, 2014),

prevention science (Flay et al., 2005), education (Freeman, Preissle,

Roulston, & Pierre, 2007) and health research (Brennan, Castro, Brownson,

Claus, & Orleans, 2011; Glasgow & Emmons, 2007; Johnston, Sherer, &

Whyte, 2006). A typical example can be taken from the clinical domain, where

Grimes and Schulz (2002, p. 57) describe an evidence hierarchy for causal

research claims, identifying three generic elements associated to strong evi-

dence: comparison of the method against an agreed standard for its execution;

rigorous randomisation; and effective control. Some more recent works extend

this by describing meta-analyses aggregating good RCTs as the gold standard

analytical method, and RCTs as the gold standard empirical method, in this

specific context (Haidich, 2010, p. 30; Ioannidis, 2005, p. 225). Also, other au-

thors, such as Gottfredson et al. (2015), discuss standards with respect to the

application and development of research from theory to ‘effective’ recommen-

dations for practice. Similarly, Malterud (2001, p. 485) propose guidelines for

assessing qualitative methods, while others discuss the standardisation of re-

porting, for example, the contextual factors affecting method application

(Dillon, 2006, p. 71; Kitchenham et al., 2002, p. 723). An example of how stan-

dards frommedicine and psychology can be adapted to an applied field such as

design research, is provided by Kitchenham et al.’s (2002) ‘guidelines for empir-

ical research’ in software engineering. Similarly, Levin and O’Donnell (1999)

propose the CAREful approach in education. Importantly, Flay et al.

(2005) and others (Brennan et al., 2011; Glasgow & Emmons, 2007) point to

the generally positive impact of developing methodological and scientific stan-

dards. Standards and stronger linking to a field’s scientific models have proven

powerful means for improving and integrating research in a field, for example,

by describing how both qualitative and quantitative methods can be used

effectively to develop theory. Also, discussion of these standards is critical

to the adoption, development and validation of new research methods. For

example, they form a core part of discussions on big data techniques in general

management (George et al., 2014). Given the highly structured nature of stan-

dards and their relative commonality across fields, a standard for design

research could be developed in a collaboration involving the major design

journals or design research societies, for example. This would allow design re-

searchers to explicitly evaluate and communicate the quality of the evidence
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provided for a given research question, and to connect design research evi-

dence to work in other fields via shared standards of rigour.

Practically, there is a number of general steps to improving the connection be-

tween theory and method. These include: the development of specific method-

ologically focused journals or tracks within a field, for example, the Journal of

Educational and Behavioral Statistics; the integration of formalised abstracts,

which emphasise methodology and correlate to improved research quality

(Taddio et al., 1994); and the development of systematic approaches to the se-

lection and combination of methods (Cash & Snider, 2014; Hanson, Creswell,

Plano-Clark, Petska, & Creswell, 2005). These steps are supported by systems

that allow study data and protocols to be available in published research, as is

common in psychology or medicine. Such systems are a prerequisite for effec-

tive meta-analytical research (Haidich, 2010; Ioannidis, 2005). Another way to

ensure monitoring of studies and reporting of negative findings is the study

registration system in medicine e.g. ClinicalTrials.gov. All of these efforts high-

light robustness and research rigour, while supporting the more effective

critique and reflective analysis described by Wieseler, Kerekes, Vervoelgyi,

McGauran, and Kaiser (2012, p. 6). These sorts of efforts, generally, support

the connection between theory, method and the specific body of knowledge

based on the fields’ scientific models. In the case of design research, it would

allow the collection of larger datasets, easier comparison of methods, results

and evidence, provide answers to new descriptive and prescriptive research

questions, and allow more transparent communication of the robustness of

design research across fields.
3.3 Fostering greater symbiosis between theory and scientific
knowledge
Development of a scientific model is the main foundation to the integration be-

tween theory-driven research and the body of scientific knowledge. However,

there is a number of other approaches used to forge stronger links between the-

ory and scientific knowledge. These include development of a tradition of crit-

ical qualitative and quantitative reflection (Maxwell, Lau and Howard., 2015;

Neuliep, 1991), use of both analytical and empirical research methods

(Robson & McCartan, 2011; Scandura & Williams, 2000), and practical sys-

tematic support for these efforts.

The fundamental pre-requisites for effective quantitative or quantitative

reflection are clarification of theoretical elements, methodological standards

and transparent data reporting (DerSimonian & Laird, 1986, p. 178;

Malterud, 2001, p. 485). However, this involves a co-evolutionary process

in which effective reflection depends on and also drives scientific develop-

ment and methodological rigour. An example of this co-evolution is the

work by Dyba and Dingsoyr (2008), which derives key scientific findings
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in software engineering while, simultaneously, highlighting methodological

and reporting issues that prevent further insights. Thus, effective reflective

practices support the questioning of tradition and the building of new,

more effective methodological and scientific paradigms. It allows design re-

searchers to respond to important descriptive and prescriptive research ques-

tions about the nature of design work, including how context affects the

outcome of design tools or interventions, how design is changing over

time due to new technologies or practices, and where specific gaps or weak-

nesses in prior research are emerging.

Reflection relies on the effective combination of reporting, methodological

standards, clear research frameworks and a wider scientific model. Historical-

ly, reflection has been significant in clinical research (Glasgow & Emmons,

2007; Sackett et al., 1996). Here, it feeds into three major streams: quantitative

meta-analysis for aggregation; quantitative and qualitative meta-analysis for

methodological assessment; and qualitative analysis for scientific reflection.

An important commonality across fields involving all three streams is the

concerted effort to recognise the value of these analytical methods. For

example, the Academy of Management Review and the Psychology Review

focus specifically on reflection in their respective fields. In addition to acknowl-

edging the value of this work, we need specifically to foster a culture of nega-

tive reporting, critical self-reflection, falsification and replication (Fanelli,

2015). Below, I give three examples of the relevance of reflection to the prob-

lems faced by design researchers. First, in design, there are numerous low-

powered experimental studies. Boutron, Dutton, Ravaud, & Altman (2010)

provides a review of work that focuses on prescriptive causal claims and shows

that the reporting and interpretation of findings are frequently not consistent

with the results. This highlights the need in empirical studies for specific inter-

ventions and reflection across studies and methods. Second, the results of

design research often are contradictory or unclear, as illustrated by the con-

trasting fixation studies described in Vasconcelos and Crilly (2016).

Ioannidis (2005) examines situations where highly cited studies are subse-

quently contradicted and describes how contradiction and initially stronger ef-

fects are not unusual. This highlights the need for aggregation, falsification

and other methodological means for integrating evidence across settings.

Finally, design research involves many prescriptive suggestions related to

design tools that, in practice, should have a positive impact. In medicine,

Poynard et al. (2002) found that the survival and uptake of research by prac-

titioners is highly dependent on the quality of its prognostic factors, that is,

objectively measurable factors that provide information on the likely outcome

of an intervention. Similar studies would allow design researchers to provide

evidence of design insights credible in other fields, to describe how key design

insights might evolve over time, and to identify those aspects of methodology

and evidence driving impact.
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In the area of negative reporting and critical self-reflection, a number of

studies across disciplines have highlighted the dominance in the literature of

positive findings. See, for example, Vasilev (2013) in psychology, Fanelli

(2015) in scientometrics, and Honig et al. (2017) in management. In all these

cases, specific efforts were required to encourage the full reporting of studies.

These include study registration, creation of specific outlets (for example, the

Journal of Negative Results in Biomedicine), use of meta-analysis, and confron-

tation of ethical and systematic issues that bias data reporting and scientific

practices (Honig et al., 2017). Practical and structural support for systematic

reflection would allow design researchers to identify potential biases or sys-

temic issues and, subsequently, work to eliminate these, thus increasing design

research credibility across fields.
3.4 Recommendations for future theory-driven design
research
By drawing on the insights discussed in this section, I provide some important

learning for future theory-driven design research. A major consideration in

applying this learning is that it is interlinkedandmutually supportinge advances

in one component are linked to advances in other components (Section 1). Also,

in many cases, the discussion, development and adaption of this learning is a

crucial part of its benefits in a field (Honig et al., 2017). This is illustrated by

the integrative effect of the standards proposed in Kitchenham et al. (2002).

Not only did it provoke debate over scientific rigour, it also helped to foster

more general discussion on the future direction of improvements in software en-

gineering research. This is an example of the task facing design research.

Concerted efforts over more than a decade were required to address many of

the major problems in software engineering research.

In the case of design research, the preliminary steps have been taken in works

such as Love (2000), Dorst (2008), and McMahon (2012). Here, I focus on so-

lidifying the learning provided in this section into general recommendations for

design research as a whole, and specific recommendations for design researchers

(whether as authors or reviewers). These recommendations are presented in

Table 3 with respect to each component of theory-driven research. Pragmati-

cally, these recommendations can be considered a checklist of questions that

design researchers should address when developing their next study. For

each recommendation, there are existing guidelines and standards in related

fields. Although many of these recommendations have yet to be formalised

in design research, this does not mean that changes cannot be made to the

conduct of design research.

Ultimately, these recommendations indicate the need for major change at field

(including community, journals and conferences) as well as at the individual

researcher levels. Priority should be given to theory-driven research, awareness
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Table 3 Guidelines for future theory-driven design research

Theory building/testing

General recommendations for the field

1. Formalise a scientific model adapted to design research, connecting methods and methodology, the theory
building/testing cycle, the development of a body of scientific knowledge, and changes to practice.
2. Identify and formalise the steps comprising the nature and tenets of good theory building/testing in design
research.
3. Formalise use of research frameworks linking variables to theory, as a core element of both qualitative and
quantitative design research.
4. Support aggregation of theory, e.g., via databases of studies and theoretical elements.
Specific recommendations for individual researchers

� Ensure explicit positioning of the research within the theory building/testing cycle.

� Ensure explicit description of the research framework together with the core tenets of the theory underpinning the

research.

� Ensure adherence to best practice appropriate to the position in the theory building/testing cycle, the research question

and the theory being tested.

Theory and method symbiosis

General recommendations for the field

5. Formalise research and evidential standards with respect to both qualitative and quantitative research
paradigms connected to the underlying theory building/testing cycle.
6. Prioritise methodological research within the field, e.g., via structured abstracts, dedicated journals and work
focused on how to integrate methods and design theory.
7. Support aggregation of methods and data, e.g., via facilitating data and protocol publishing.
Specific recommendations for individual researchers

� Ensure the method selected is connected explicitly to the theory building/testing cycle and research question, and bench-

marked against other research addressing similar questions.

� Ensure methodological best practice and evidential standards are described explicitly with respect to the targeted theo-

retical contribution.

� Ensure availability of supporting documentation, e.g., study design and protocols, and, where possible, datasets, and

ensure the research can be replicated or falsified where appropriate.

Theory and scientific knowledge symbiosis

General recommendations for the field

8. Formalise practices surrounding contribution to the body of scientific knowledge linking qualitative and
quantitative research via the scientific model.
9. Prioritise critical review and meta-analysis, e.g., via dedicated journals or tracks.
10. Practical support for data reporting, study recording, replication and negative reporting.
Specific recommendations for individual researchers

� Ensure that the generic elements of the theory being studied are explicit and highlighted such that other researchers can

connect to them, in both design research and other fields.

� Ensure that, wherever possible, the measures and methods used include standard elements to facilitate meta-analytics.

� Ensure that where appropriate data are made available for re-analysis or replication, and that negative results are not

ignored.
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of its merits and virtues, development of its practices, and specific scientific and

practical support for its application. Thus, in proposing a new paradigm of

theory-driven design research, I envisage an explicit link in the vast majority

of papers to the theory building/testing cycle. In this new paradigm, re-

searchers from related fields should have access to design research inarguably

grounded in robust theory, supported by validated methods and evidence, and

communicated via a fundamental characterisation of concepts, constructs and
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principles linked via accessible theory. Rather than reinventing design

research, the related fields will be able to connect to, build on and elaborate

our work.
4 Conclusions
Design research faces the stark choice of taking action to increase scientific,

theoretical and methodological rigour and seizing the potential for scientific

and practical impact across fields or becoming obsolescent. The former in-

volves the overturning of the status quo. We can no longer continue ‘doing

what has always been done’. A new paradigm of theory-driven design research

is needed to face the significant challenges that exist. Although a paradigm

shift will not be easy, the potential benefits will be substantial, particularly

given the opportunity presented by growing interest in design across related

fields. We can no longer afford to ignore this message.

In this article, I provide a foundational introduction to theory-driven design

research, elaborate the challenges facing the field in this context, and seek to

distil concrete recommendations based on insights from related fields that

have successfully navigated similar situations. This paper should be seen as

the starting point; design researchers must question themselves and the field

for these recommendations to have an impact. A dialogue is needed in which

reflective works identifying the challenges and suggesting mitigations to them

become the norm in design research as in related fields.
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Appendix. Review procedure
The review follows a mixed methods approach (Grant & Booth 2009),

combining systematic and critical review of the design research literature.

The systematic element of the review is based on the work of Higgins et al.

(2008) which is aligned to the application in Kitchenham et al. (2004; 2009).

I adopt a number of scoping definitions that bound the review and my discus-

sion of design research. Specifically, I focus on ‘general design’ research outlets

as distinguished and ranked by Gemser et al. (2012, p. 12). Further, I follow

the definition of design in Galle (1999, p. 79): ‘design(ing) as production of a

design representation’, and the definition of design research in Blessing

(2003, p. 9): ‘Design research aims at increasing our understanding of the phe-

nomena of design in all its complexity and at the development and validation
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of knowledge, methods and tools to improve the observed situation in design’. For

a detailed discussion of this conceptualisation, the seminal works of Cross

(1999) and Horvath (2004) further define the nature and scope of design

research as a field. Given this scope the following journals were examined:

Journals examined (papers in range): Design Studies (328), Design Issues (361),

International Journal of Design (IJD) (119), Journal of Engineering Design

(JED) (260), Research in Engineering Design (RIED) (156), Design Science

(18).

These represent the top four ‘general design’ research journals,Design Studies,

Design Issues, JED, and IJD, according to Gemser et al. (2012, p. 12). These

form the basis for general comparisons throughout the paper. RIED was

included to provide an additional perspective on design research and to check

the findings emerging from the general design journals. RIED was selected for

this purpose since it is the highest rated journal in engineering design (Gemser

et al., 2012, p. 12). Similarly, the new journal Design Science, was included in

order to examine the current state-of-the-art in a design journal without pre-

existing historical constraints. As a new journal Design Science should reflect

current perspectives on best practice.

Search criteria: all papers; 2010e2016; abstract, title or keywords.

Initial search terms: research methods, methodology, theory, empirical, meta,

repeat, replication, critical, review, triangulation.

Total papers in range: 1242.

Papers were identified, initially, by keyword and then filtered and allocated to

different topic foci based an assessment of the papers themselves. Papers not

focused on one or more components of theory-driven design research, outlined

in Section 1, were removed from consideration for the purposes of the system-

atic review. This did not exclude them from the critical review. In this process

papers could have more than one focus area, for example, both theory devel-

opment and research methods. In such cases, the papers were counted in both

categories. Thus, the total number of unique papers is smaller than the sum of

the topics listed below.

A limitation of this methodology is that the extent of specific features in the

literature can be over/under estimated in summary statistics. This is mitigated

in two ways. First, the critical review serves to develop and contextualise the

findings, providing insights into the tangible impact on the design field associ-

ated to these results. Second, the search terms reflect a range of standard de-

scriptors, for example, for theory and, thus, cover most of the formal

scientific terminology in this context.
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Papers sorted by focus of their research contribution:
Theory 37 3.0%
Empirical research 14 1.1%
Research methods 39 3.1%
Methodology 28 2.3%
Research triangulation 0 0%
Meta-analysis 1 0.1%
Replication or study repetition 5 0.4%
Critical review 15 1.2%
Evaluation criteria: Theory building, method symbiosis and scientific knowl-

edge symbiosis have a number of distinct features that are considered indica-

tive of healthy, theory-driven research across fields. These were used as the

basis for a detailed evaluation of the identified works. Theory building was

evaluated based on research clarity and the explicit theoretical and empirical

evaluation of research artefacts (Briggs, 2006; Eisenhardt, 1989; Hevner,

2007). Indicators of health are (each indicator is connected to prior discussions

of such topics in the design literature):

� High levels of specific theory building research (Love, 2000);

� Consistent and explicit use of research frameworks to frame and connect

empirical and theoretical contribution (Dorst, 2008);

� Consistent and explicit formalisation of theory application in both building,

i.e., proposition development, and testing modes, i.e., hypothesis testing

(Cash & Culley, 2014).

Method symbiosis was evaluated based on the level at which theory and meth-

odology are specifically connected in design research. This is associated partic-

ularly to research rigour and the interaction between use of theory and method

(Goetz & LeCompte, 1981; Hevner, 2007; Levin & O’Donnell, 1999). Indica-

tors of health are:

� High levels of specific methodology and method focused research connected

to the theory building/testing cycle (Blessing & Chakrabarti, 2009);

� Consistent and explicit development and use of methods, building research

best practice (Ball & Ormerod, 2000a);

� Explicit formalisation of methodological standards and procedures associ-

ated to developing qualitative and quantitative evidence (Robinson, 2016).

Scientific knowledge symbiosis was evaluated based on the level at which theory

and the body of scientific knowledge are specifically connected in design

research. This is associated to communication of research, self-evaluation and

distillation of research knowledge from across the field (Glasgow & Emmons,

2007; Hevner, 2007; Kitchenham et al., 2004). Indicators of health are:
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� Widespread recognition and application of research on scientific knowledge

development and the theory building/testing cycle (Horvath, 2016);

� High levels of specific meta-analytical and review based research

(Vasconcelos & Crilly, 2016);

� Consistent and high levels of replication, reporting of negative results, and

open access to data (Crilly & Cardoso, 2017).
Notes
1. Via Google Scholar accessed October 2017.
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